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We present an approach to systematically describing case-based reasoning systems by different kinds of criteria. One main requirement was the practical relevance of these criteria and their usability for real-life applications. We report on the results we achieved from a case study carried out in the INRECA\textsuperscript{1} Esprit project.

Problem

In case-based reasoning (CBR) a huge number of systems (including commercial systems) has been developed so far and is steadily increasing. While this very dynamic situation corresponds to the situation in other computer science subfields like e.g. programming languages, the question arises whether a systematic description of CBR systems exists (again like for programming languages). The answer is „yes“: based on a number of case studies we developed a systematic description for CBR systems which includes a high number of different criteria like technical criteria dealing with the limitations and abilities of the CBR systems, ergonomic criteria concerning the consultation of the execution system and application development, application domain criteria dealing with concept structure, knowledge sources, and knowledge base characteristics as well as application task criteria like integration of reasoning strategies, decomposition methods, and task properties.

One main requirement was the practical relevance and applicability of these criteria. We used them for a systematic comparison (evaluation) of the INRECA research prototype system with commercial CBR tools as well as CBR-related research prototype systems (Althoff, 1996). However, the criteria should also be helpful for application development, the integration of different methods, and tool development.

The underlying intention of the criteria set can be best described as to give decision support for answering a number of questions (we therefore call these criteria decision support criteria as suggested in Althoff & Bartsch-Spörl, 1996). Important questions, which have been raised first by Cohen (1989) from the more general point of view of evaluating CBR research, are listed below. Though historically these questions have not been the starting point for our evaluation work, they are helpful for giving some structured overview of the used criteria. If we take e.g. the question „How is the CBR method to be evaluated an improvement, an alternative, or a complement to other methods?“, then we can derive the following sub-questions, which aim at characterising the associated system aspects (among others):

- Does the method account for more situations?
  Important aspects are the representation of general knowledge, the representation of structured cases, (fully) object-oriented case and knowledge representation, processing of symbolic and numeric data etc.

\textsuperscript{1} Induction and reasoning from cases
• Does the method produce a wider variety of desired behaviour?
  Are for instance different retrieval strategies possible, can they be influenced by means
  of global or local parameters; can the different strategies be combined, or is it possible
  to improve the retrieval strategy through learning.
• Is the method more efficient in time or space?
  Interesting characteristics are the performance of the application system, the space
  requirements for main memory and disk, the time needed to generate the application
  system, the time necessary to load the case base etc.
• Does the method model human behaviour in a more useful way/detail?
  Is it possible to support a systematic acquisition of missing information during
  problem solving; can the similarity assessment mechanism be represented in a way that
  is understandable for the user/expert.

Approach

The general approach we took for evaluating the INRECA CBR system can be divided into
three main tasks, namely describing CBR systems, domains and application tasks using a set
of decision support criteria, analysing the underlying methods and domain/task characteristics
by relating domain/task criteria with technical/ergonomic criteria with the additional use of a
task-method decomposition hierarchy for CBR (Aamodt & Plaza, 1994), and developing
abstracted algorithms based on the extracted methods and knowledge modelling techniques
underlying the analysed CBR-related systems.

We view CBR system evaluation as a systematic organisation and presentation of information
on the systems – not just a ranking –, using a mixture of qualitative criteria and formally
defined experiments if running systems are available, combining technical, ergonomic, domain,
and application task criteria, carrying out case studies, explaining and publishing the criteria
(Althoff, Auriol et al. 1995; Althoff, 1996), etc.

We used quantitative, domain-dependent criteria for measuring the classification accuracy on
noisy/incomplete data for training/query cases, retrieval speed, building speed for the case
library etc. Qualitative, domain-dependent criteria were used for characterising a CBR system's
ability to handle structured domains, to solve simple similarity problems, to handle weak
theories, to handle open domains etc. Qualitative, domain-independent criteria were applied to
describe a CBR system's capabilities for supporting data acquisition/maintenance and
validation, the effectiveness of the execution system, the adaptivity of the development
system etc.

For analytical purposes we associated qualitative domain and application task criteria with
CBR systems/methods. In addition, we analysed „CBR applications“ by associating technical
criteria with a concrete domain/task. We also used the task-method decomposition model for
CBR suggested by Aamodt and Plaza (1994) to classify CBR methods within this model.

We developed different algorithms to extend the task-method decomposition model for CBR
with additional task-execution methods. These algorithms have been abstracted from the
analysed systems. We developed specialised CBR systems/system components as well as
real-life applications to achieve additional feedback for the correspondence of technical/er-
gonomic criteria and domain/application task criteria.

Realisation

We compared INRECA with five industrial CBR tools, namely CBR EXPRESS/CBR 2
(Inference, USA), ESTEEM (Esteem Software, USA), KATE tools (AcknoSoft, France),
ReMind (Cognitive Systems, USA) and S³-CASE (teclInno, Germany), and about twenty
CBR-related research prototype systems (CREEK: Aamodt, 1991; PROTOS, Bareiss, 1989;

We compared INRECA with (additional) related work: based on a list of 26 topics about 300 papers have been collected and classified into four different categories according to their respective interestingness with a special focus on the period of 1991-1995 (Althoff, 1996).

In the scope of the INRECA project we developed four real-life applications: help-desk for robot diagnosis, maintenance system for supporting troubleshooting of aircraft engines. assessing wind risk factors for Irish forests, and reuse of object-oriented software (Lenz, Auriol et al., 1996; Auriol, Manago & Guyot-Dorel, 1996; Bergmann & Eisenecker, 1995; Althoff, 1996).

We developed the model-based case adaptation system MoCAS (Pews & Wess, 1993; Pews, 1994; Bergmann, Pews & Wilke, 1994), the integrated S\(^3\)+/INRECA system (Priebisch, 1995; Althoff, 1996), and the seamless integration level for induction and CBR in INRECA (Wess, 1995; Althoff, Bergmann et al., 1996).

We abstracted 40 algorithms from the analysed CBR-related research systems as additional task-execution methods for the task-method decomposition model of Aamodt and Plaza (1994) and explicitly related these algorithms to the INRECA system (Weis, 1995; Althoff, 1996).

Advantages and Results

Besides enabling the evaluation of the INRECA research prototype system and giving an systematic overview of CBR-related methods for diagnosis and decision support, our approach has two additional advantages, namely giving decision support for developing applications of CBR technology by building a (case-based) information system on CBR applications/systems (Althoff & Bartsch-Spörk, 1996; Meissonnier, 1996) as well as by going first concrete steps towards building an analytic framework for relating case-based problem solving and learning methods with domain/task characteristics as suggested by Althoff and Aamodt (1996).

Our evaluation work resulted in a review of industrial CBR tools and a documented example how to evaluate CBR systems and applications, where the latter also can be viewed as a systematically organised documentation of CBR-related methods for decision support and diagnosis. Further important results are an improved version of the final INRECA system, namely the seamless integration of induction and CBR, as well as improved versions of related commercial CBR tools (KATE tools version 4 and later; CBR-Works).

Scientific Grounding

For an introductory view on evaluation we would like to cite Paul Cohen and Adele Howe (1988a), who wrote an article on how evaluation guides AI research:

"Evaluation means making observations of all aspects of one's research. Often, we think of evaluation only in terms of how well AI (in our case: CBR) systems perform, yet it is vital to all stages of research, from early conceptualisation to retrospective analyses of series of programmes. Indeed, some of the most informative observations are not performance measures but, rather, describe why we are doing the research, why our tasks are particularly illustrative, why our views and methods are a step forward, how completely they are implemented by our programmes, how these programmes work, whether their performance is
likely to increase or has reached a limit (and why), and what problems we encounter at each stage of our research. To the research community, these observations are more important than performance measures because they tell us how research should proceed."

How evaluation of knowledge-based systems can be viewed from the perspective of current social and economical science is described in Kirchhoff (1993). Here a system is specified as an ordered set of elements which are connected to one another. Internal relations are called structure of the system, the external relations are called behaviour. According to Kirchhoff (1993), the evaluation needs to begin with the knowledge base, which represents the interpretation of the knowledge engineer of the real world expert knowledge. For that purpose a kind of so-called content validation is proposed. Then empirical evaluation should continue with the directly implemented expert knowledge. The validity of all the system directly depends on two items they call objectivity and reliability, which means that results should be independent of the examiner and that a certain degree of exactness should be measured. Further Kirchhoff (1993) states that the developed evaluation methodology, which bases on classical expert systems, may be — from the point of view of real expert problem solving methodology — used also by developers of CBR or induction-based systems.

Both views underline that evaluation is necessary. However, how could we come up with a methodology for evaluating CBR systems? On the level the methodology is reported in Kirchhoff (1993) the suggestion that the reported methodology can be also applied to systems based on CBR and/or induction is somehow understandable. However, we do not think that this is the right way of generalising. A methodology needs to be more focused and specialised. Here we agree with Cohen and Howe (1988b) who argue that methods known from the, as they say, behavioural sciences are inappropriate for AI in general and, thus, CBR in particular. In Cohen and Howe (1988a) they suggest that we must develop our own evaluation criteria, experiment designs, and analytic tools according to the specific area in which we want to achieve results. Explorations along these lines have been reported for areas like machine learning (Langley, 1987), distributed systems (Decker, Durfee & Lesser, 1988), and knowledge-based systems (Geissman & Schultz, 1988; Gaschnig, Klahr et al., 1983; Rothenberg, Paul et al., 1987). Although these papers address different facets of evaluation, a common theme is that we must develop our own evaluation methods appropriate to the practise in our field (in our case: CBR).

In INRECA we focused on CBR and related methods — not on knowledge-based systems in general. In addition, we restricted the scope of our applications to analytic tasks. We believe that this was of central importance and allowed us to identify commonalities and differences with other approaches in the INRECA and MOLTKE system families (Althoff, 1992; Wess, 1995) or with approaches that clearly relate to INRECA because of the used methods (Althoff, 1996).

**Future Activities**

The results of the evaluation work in the INRECA project contribute to current activities on analysing CBR systems and applications (Althoff & Bartsch-Spörl, 1996; Althoff & Aamodt, 1996; Althoff, Richter & Wilke, 1996) and on developing practical guidelines for users of CBR technology (Althoff, Bergmann et al., 1995; Manago, Althoff et al., 1995; Wilke, Bergmann & Althoff, 1996).
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